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We want to change the rules of DeFi and reach Mars.

Hear us out!

How many times did you feel hopeless getting stuck into a high APY LP-farming trap being
pushed out by early buyers with higher staking rewards. Our Team was in that same situation.
We decided to change this, we know that almost all tokens suffer from the inevitable valuation
bubble which is then followed by a collapse of the price. For this reason we decided to adopt
static regards also known as reflection.

This solves a lot of problems. The reward amount is conditional upon the volume of the token
being traded. By this we aim to alleviate some of the downward sell pressure put on the token
caused by earlier adopters selling their tokens after farming crazy high APY. And the reflect
mechanism encourages holders to hang onto their tokens to garner higher kick-backs which are
based upon a percentages carried out and dependent upon the total tokens held by the owner.

Burning matters or doesn’t it? A continuous burn in a protocol is nice but this means it can’t be
finite or controlled in any possible way. Having the burns controlled by our team and promoted



based on achievements helps us to keep the community and holders rewarded and safe. led in
any way. Having burns controlled by the team and promoted based on achievements helps to
keep the community rewarded and informed. We aim to implement a strategy to favourite the
long holders. Also we are adding full transparency in identifying the current circulating supply at
any given point of time. 2% of the supply is linked to the Dev Wallet in order to keep this project
on growing.

Our main goal is preventing the larger dips when whales decide to sell their tokens later in the
game, which keeps the price from fluctuating. All of us put all our effort into alleviating some of
the troubles we have seen with the current DeFi reflection tokens. We are confident that this
model and protocol will prevail over the outdated reflection tokens for these reasons

Tokenomics

2% is added as liquidity pair on Pancake Swap
4% redistributed to all existing holders

Total Supply: 1,000,000

2% Dev wallet
98% Initial Liquidity Pool


